Aggregation of human RBC in binary dextran-PEG polymer mixtures.
The present study was prompted by prior reports suggesting that small polymers can affect RBC aggregation induced by large macromolecules. Human RBC were washed and re-suspended in isotonic buffer solutions containing 72.5 kDa dextran (DEX 70, 2 g/dl) or 35.0 kDa poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG 35, 0.35 g/dl), then tested for aggregation in these solutions with and without various concentrations of smaller dextrans (10.5 and 18.1 kDa) or PEGs (3.35, 7.5 and 10.0 kDa). RBC aggregation was measured at stasis and at low shear using a photometric cone-plate system (Myrenne Aggregometer) and RBC electrophoretic mobility (EPM) in the various polymer solutions via an automated system (E4, HaSoTec GmbH). Our results indicate: (1) a heterogeneous effect with greater reduction of aggregation for small PEGs added to DEX 70 or for small dextrans added to PEG 35 than for small polymers of the same species; (2) for cells in DEX 70, aggregation decreased with increasing molecular mass and concentration of the small dextrans or PEGs; (3) for cells in PEG 35, small dextrans decreased aggregation with increasing molecular mass and concentration, whereas small PEGs had minimal effects with a minor influence of concentration and an inverse association between molecular mass and inhibition of aggregation. RBC EPM results indicated the expected polymer depletion for cells in DEX 70 or PEG 35, and that small PEGs yielded greater EPM values than small dextrans for cells in PEG 35 whereas the opposite was true for cells in DEX 70. Interpretation of our results in terms of the depletion model for RBC aggregations appears appropriate, and our findings are consistent with the assumption that inhibition of aggregation occurs because of an increase of small molecules in the depletion region. Our results thus suggest the merit of further studies of red blood cell aggregation in binary polymer systems.